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Introduction: The origin of chondrules [1] remains the chief missing piece of the cosmochemical puzzle, with 

both “planetary” [2-4] and “nebular” [5-7] scenarios still being actively investigated. Chondrules seem to have ages 
spread over 1-3 Ma in single chondrites [8,9] indicating that they typically spent comparable amounts of time as 
free-floating objects in the protoplanetary disc prior to incorporation in chondrites and thus had ample opportunity 
for significant transport. Yet chondrule populations seem well-distinguished between chondrite clans [10], and, in 
the case of carbonaceous chondrites (CCs), exhibit compositions in complementary relationships with their host 
matrices [11]. These clearly are important constraints on chondrule transport and thence possible chondrule-forming 
mechanisms. While several numerical studies have investigated the transport of refractory inclusions [12-16], none 
has hitherto been specifically dedicated to that of chondrules, save for one analytically-minded synthesis [17]. We 
[18] have thus set out to simulate the transport of chondrules and matrix grains in protoplanetary disc models. 

Matrix-chondrule complementarity: The first constraint we investigated is matrix-chondrule complementarity, 
i.e. the property presented by CCs that their bulk composition is approximately solar (for some elemental ratio, e.g. 
Mg/Si [11]) whereas chondrules and matrix are individually not. We have defined a “complementarity parameter” ζ 
(a normalized matrix/chondrule ratio) quantifying how close a bulk composition is to solar compared to the compo-
nents’. While perfect complementarity means ζ = 1, actual literature data on CCs indicate deviations from unity by 
up to 0.3 which we adopt here as our threshold for “acceptable” complementarity. 

We then initialized a chondrule and a (micron-size) dust grain populations in the same region of a (static) disc 
and simulated their redistribution over time. Chondrules, drifting toward the Sun more rapidly than dust grains as a 
result of gas drag, gradually decouple from the dust, but we found that, in the case of small gas-solid decoupling 
parameters [17], as in the beginning of disc evolution, the majority of them maintained acceptable complementarity 
with the colocated dust for longer than the disc viscous evolution timescale (possibly millions of years, depending 
on the assumed turbulence parameter [19]). This confirms that immediate accretion after chondrule formation is not 
required to maintain complementarity in CCs [17], consistent with the measured chondrule age spreads [8].  

Modelling continuous chondrule formation: In a second step, rather than evolving a given chondrule popula-
tion, we prescribed their production throughout the simulation via a conversion rate of solids in chondrules per unit 
time as a function of heliocentric distance, with the newly produced chondrules and dust grains being then redistrib-
uted in the disc. (Of course, the actual chondrule production rate is unknown so we explored an array of possible 
spatial dependences). At each time and each heliocentric distance thus arises a mix of chondrules formed at different 
places and different times which can be compared to chondrite data assuming instantaneous accretion. The chon-
drule age distributions basically reflect the transport timescale (for relatively low conversion rates) while the source 
radius distribution shows a preference for “locally” produced chondrules, but with standard deviations making it 
difficult to accomodate the different chondrite clans [10] at the same epoch. This, however, may be alleviated if the 
chondrite clans did not all form at the same time as advocated by [12,17]. At any rate, such simulations of chondrule 
transport have the potential to provide important constraints on disc dynamics and chondrite formation, when com-
bined with much-needed radiochronological and petrographic data. 
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